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ceremony Celebrates DuBois Dedication

The Philadelphia Inquirer, Monday, February 23, 1981

Ceremony Celebrates DuBois Dedication
The Wharton School's Small Business Center will sponsor a forum on small businesses in the community, "The University and the credit union," on Thursday, March 5, at 8 p.m., in the Wharton School's Small Business Center. The forum will feature presentations by University community leaders and representatives of the credit union. "The University has made a substantial commitment to the community by making a deposit in the University's Community Credit Union," said John Amsterdam. "We hope this is the start of a long-term relationship between the University and the credit union."
Campus Events

NOTICE

CAMPUS EVENTS are noted only as a public service. Events at the University or sponsored by University affiliated groups may be noted at the discretion of The Daily Pennsylvanian. They may be submitted to the editor of The Daily Pennsylvanian only on paper (in a sealed envelope) or through a University computer terminal in the basement of 370 Southitan Hall. To ensure publication, items for The Daily Pennsylvanian must be submitted by 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. Campus events are noted a week prior to the date those events are to take place. For a listing appearing in The Daily Pennsylvanian, the University or the organization must pay a $10.00 fee. If you have questions about the listing policy, contact the editor of The Daily Pennsylvanian or call 215-898-2200.

DEATH

TOMORROW

IN several minutes, the Jefferson decision will be announced. It is therefore Americans, 7 30 Monday evenings in the Office. 4015 Walnut St, between 9-5. The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to edit Campus listings, there is no guarantee that
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"but there have been no problems." campus do not present a danger to students Wales cited the fact that "students in
precautions are always taken."

than 20 minutes." Balamuth said. Because the isotope is short-lived, the Universi-
department chairman Martin Rcivich.

cubic foot of hay."

sensitive impurities, Middleton said, adding that it is like "finding one needle in a
that we are doing here will help us get closer answer."

ocean with the use of the Tandem Van de Graff, scientists are coming closer to

the kinds of nuclear experiments conducted.


in conjunction with The Tandem Lab, saying, "the PETT Scanner has

understand the results," Middleton explained.

Research conducted by scientists in the Tandem Lab has "far-reaching implica-

Balamuth said that the work being done by the physics department in the

eccent for problems and other than compile their work here, they go on to solve problems with the energy
cities, with the problems with oil, etc."

The future, according to those who work with the Tandem Lab, promises even greater discoveries.

"I think machine physics is going through a dramatic change at the moment."
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In Search of a Good Deal

The University has once again found itself at the center of an embarrassingly situation involving the mishandling of a major business transaction. The problem, which involves the establishment of an economic research institute, seems more complicated because it comes on the tail of another more concrete contract: the Reliance Group's endorsement of the Wharton dictated professors. The Reliance Group has agreed to fund the establishment of an institute which will be managed by the University. The institute will be responsible for conducting research and providing consulting services to businesses and organizations in the area of economic forecasting.

For some as yet unexplained reason, neither Professor nor President Varian, Grayson forward an agreement to the appropriate governing board or the academic community. The agreement was signed, however, before the appropriate faculty members had the opportunity to review it. The Academic Freedom Committee has drawn up guidelines for such agreements, including provisions for consultation with the Academic Freedom Committee prior to their completion. The Academic Freedom Committee has also discussed the issue with the Institute of Industrial Relations, which is primarily concerned. But what defines the nature of the agreement?

By Jamil Mimmou

After many years of silence, my article published in The Daily Pennsylvanian yesterday has stirred quite a response. The most significant reaction so far has been that of an anonymous individual who has stated that the article is a "carefully calculated attempt to shift the focus away from the serious issues of the Middle East conflict to what is essentially a personal vendetta against me." This is a serious criticism which I take very seriously.

The University presently exists for the purpose of providing education and research. It is not, however, an educational institution. It is a business enterprise, and with the exception of a faculty teaching business courses, it should be managed by business people and toe led by business leaders. The academic community, which is primarily concerned. But what defines the nature of the agreement?

In Reply to Replies: The Role of Israel

After the massacre of Dir Yassin by Menachem Begin's paratroopers army in 1948, Israel declared itself a Jewish state. The Arab Palestinians were left without any hope of a return to their homeland. They were forced to leave their houses, under pressure to do so by the Arab states of the region. The Palestinians were divided into two groups: those who remained in the region, and those who left and found refuge in other countries. In the 1960s, the Israeli settlement movement began in earnest, leading to the creation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The Palestinian refugees and their descendants, living in the camps established by the UNRWA, still dream of returning to their homes.

The other angle of the story is the Arabaanﺤة, attempting to gain recognition as a state of Israel. In the absence of political and economic forces that can bring about a solution to the conflict, the wish to be recognized as a state of Israel is a legitimate aim of the Palestinian people.

By Jamil Mimmou

Letters to the Editor

"Licensed Creativity: Providing The Freedom to Adventure Academically"

By Jamil Mimmou, president of the Middle East Student's Association, is a member of the president's faculty.
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Community Loans —

(Continued from page 1)

credit union president Ray Torres said. "People all over the country are watching," said Rev. Arthur Brandenberg, pastor of the Crusader Savings and Loan Co. in Philadelphia.

Brandenberg explained that the closure of the West Philadelphia Credit Union was "the only thing left to do," he added. "The only thing that borders on free enterprise is drugs and an illegal financial institution for neighborhoods where institutions have left." The credit union was formed when the Crusader Savings and Loan Co. discontinued service to the area. State officials would not permit it to take over the bank's assets.

Brandenberg, in his capacity as director of the Korean Development group, began negotiations to take the bank's place in the area. "We were told by Mr. Trueblood that he was planning to close the bank," Brandenberg said. "But I like only thing left to do is to take the bank's place and do it.

"We have our own judicial committee in the neighborhood, and we will work with Dr. Stamm to see what we can do," he added. Stamm said he did not know how the incident will affect the freedom of speech and the right to express one's opinions. "We were victims more than we were perpetrators," he said of the incident.

According to credit union general manager Lou Taylor, the bank's troubles were caused by a shift in the area's economic profile. "The change of the neighborhood structure has made it economically unfeasible to service this area," Taylor explained. "We (the credit union) are just asked us to lease."

Imehlood Taylor, the area's largest credit union, which is inhabited by 26,000 people, has been identified as a "natural income area" by the Dept. of Labor's Bureau of Statistics. In general, such limited-income areas have been plagued by a number of hazards. Contracting institutions have understood a practice known as "redlining" in which these areas are denied financial assistance.

"The change of the neighborhood structure has made it economically unfeasible to service this area," Taylor said. "We (the credit union) are just asked us to lease."

"There is pride in ownership," she said. "You can solve your problems if you take control of your own destiny."

Larry — I may forget special days, but I don't forget my friends. Hope you'll forgive me. Happy day?

Love, Zena

Left Handed Volunteers Needed

For a study on brain handedness and thinking, sign up to 150. Contact Margaretana Day, Psychology Dept., late at 2016. A: 417, 421, 408 & 410

Leeds — Need to get back to work. Please call your party but call me tonight.

Happy Nineteenth. Anybody.

Love

417, 421, 408 & 410

"Old Sultans Never Die. They Just Get More Controversial"

Happy 21st Birthday, Ray!

WIN FREE 76er TICKETS!

HUSTLE TO

HILLEL and

SCORE ONE PINT!

Tuesday, Feb. 24

11:00-6:00

Your donation entitles you to a chance to win 2,000 tickets.

For Your Next Step

Consider Communications at Temple University.

Prepare for a career in communications. At Temple, you can study with a nationally acclaimed faculty in the School of Communications and Theatre. The Departments of Journalism and Radio/Television/Film offer degree programs leading to a variety of careers.

Apply now for:

Brookings Fellowships — March 15

Assistantship Applications — April 15

For information call:

Dean's Office, School of Communications and Theatre, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

SENIOR SMASH

Before Penn-Princeton Game

Tues. Feb. 24

7:00 - 8:30

Houston Hall

Main Lobby

Drink a highball to a Quaker victory!
POSSIBLY LIVING OFF-CAMPUS NEXT YEAR?
Get complete information about security deposits, leases & tenants rights in Pennsylvania Consumer's Board's guide. Consumption Apartments only $1.25 1st floor. Houston Hall.

NEW WORLD STRING QUARTET
Winner, 1979 Naumburg Chamber Music Competition
Saturday, March 7, 8 p.m.
Annenberg School Theater
STUDENT RATES ON REPAIRS
One performance only
Saturday, March 7, 8 p.m.
Annenberg School Theater
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**Heartbreaker Harvard Edges Racquetmen, 5-4**

**IN CATHY KOREI**

The Penn men’s tennis team faced a tough match against the Harvard Racquetmen. Shortly after the match began, the Harvard team scored, putting them ahead of Penn. However, in the second set, the two teams were locked in a tie at 3-3.

The match ended with the Harvard team taking the win, securing a 5-4 victory.

**Gymnasts**

The University of Pennsylvania gymnastics team faced off against the Harvard Crimson in a close match. The final score was 196.550 for Penn and 196.450 for Harvard.

**Cagers**

The men’s squash team lost to Harvard 5-4 on Saturday at the King Squash Court in its last home match of the season.

**Monahan Finale a Winner As W. Cagers Defeat Yale**

**By RICHARD STORR**

For the second consecutive year, the University of Pennsylvania’s men’s tennis team ended its season with a decisive win over Yale University.

The team’s victory was sealed with a 5-4 score, reflecting the intensity and competitiveness of the match.

**Penn/Edinburgh Exchange**

February 27, 1981

Yale: Men - 24.1, 0.0; Women - 0.5, 1.5

Penn: Men - 3.0, 2.1; Women - 2.5, 1.5

**PENN/STUDENT PROGRAMS**

**APPLICATION DEADLINES**

Penn/Edinburgh Exchange

February 27, 1981

Year in Bologna

March 1, 1981

Year Abroad in Tokyo

March 14, 1981

Real Hall Programs in Paris

March 30, 1981

Junior Year in Munich

March 30, 1981

Semester/Year Program in Madrid

March 30, 1981

**INFORMATION AND APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE IN IPO, 133 BENNETT HALL**

**Classified Ads**

Place your classifieds at the D.P. office - 4015 Walnut Street, 2nd floor.

Cost: $1.00 per word, per day

Deadline: 3 p.m. two days prior to publication.
A Big Five Way Tie?

50 percent from the field. Down 41-22.

...as they shot over Scarsdale, easily, 84-62.

...together a strong team effort and won the game. Weinhauer said, "He got some good minutes."

...left, have to eat down on his inner vision (temple)."

...play to the league (17-5, 9-1 ECC), as they shot over Scarsdale..."I feel ready," Rawlings said. "I think the team feels ready.

...Avery Rawlings, although not an offensive threat, was a defensive threat and had nine points off of offensive rebounds.

...and blocked a dunk. And on the other end of the floor, Scarsdale's Joe Taddeo is Penn's number one rebounder. "Ken Hall, Das is I aidner, and Avery off the bench..."Averaging 4.0 points a game going into this game. "Coach ain't lyin'.""There was a need to get inside with our game..."Of course, nothing is better than coach Ain't lyin'."